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Program Note

Bach (1685-1750) spent most of his professional life composing music for the church. Among his tasks as Cantor of St. Thomas Church, Leipzig, was the composition of music for the Good Friday observances. One result of this requirement was the Passion According to St. John, composed for Good Friday services in 1724, the year after Bach took up his post in Leipzig.

The work follows a format already many centuries old in Bach's time. Its core consists of musical settings of Chapters 18 and 19 of John's Gospel, sung by a tenor soloist traditionally called the Evangelist, who relates the events of Good Friday. Other singers—including the chorus—also play quasi-dramatic roles written for the words of Jesus, Pilate, the Priests and Pharisees, the soldiers, the crowd, and so on.

In Bach's time it was customary for composers to restrict themselves to the biblical account alone, but in Bach's settings the story told by the Evangelist's narrative is embellished with interjections and reflections that represent (or prompt) the feelings of those who contemplate the events of Good Friday. Some of these embellishments take the form of lengthy solos, normally called arias, for trained singers. The two large choruses at the beginning and end of the whole piece are other examples of this embellishing commentary.

The chorus has another role to play. Twelve times in the course of the Passion Bach interrupts the telling of the story to have the chorus sing a stanza from one of the many hymns of the Lutheran church—as if letting the congregation speak. He chose these stanzas for their appropriateness to the events described by the Evangelist. Their melodies are not his, but the harmonies are—crafted to give special and unforgettable expression to emotions aroused by the story. All the stanzas are short—but in their simplicity they represent one of Western culture's high points: the so-called "Bach chorale." For this performance they are printed in the program in the hope that the audience will participate in them.